How To Make Successful
Facebook Video Ads
Hey, back Ezra here for the third installment of my Facebook Video Ads
training…
…And in this video, we're going to talk about what your video ad should
look like. If you're running video advertising, what should be in that
video? How should you actually engage with potential prospects
about your brand?

Demonstrate Ownership Benefits

The main thing that you've got to have in your video is the
demonstration of ownership benefit of the product.
Whether you're selling a product or you're getting someone to engage
with you for a service, you've got to have a demonstration of the
ownership benefit.

If you look at all of the examples I gave in the last video, every single
one of these very, very clearly and effectively, and in a story-based
manner, demonstrates the ownership benefit of the product.

Share Your Happiest Customers
The next thing that you
must have is customer
testimonials.
If you're going to run a
video advertisement that
leads to a product offer
page you must have a
customer demonstrate
how they're using the
product.
And if possible, show
these benefits in a
story-based way. But you must have happy customers saying how
much they love the product.
What works even better is if they're also demonstrating how they use it
while showing the benefits that they're getting from the product.

How Long Should Your Video Be?
I get this question a lot, and here’s my
answer:
At a minimum, you want your video to
be 60 seconds long, and at a
maximum 6 minutes.
We found that after 6 minutes, we see a
drop in effectiveness. So a minimum of
60 seconds, maximum of 6 minutes.

Does Quality Matter?
Well, you know, the answer to the question “Does quality matter?” is still
out. But, here’s how I see it: if you've got a video that looks like the one
on the left, it's not going to perform as well as the one on the right.

So yes, unfortunately, for video ads, the quality of the video does matter.
But the cool thing is it's not hard to produce high quality video.

The most important thing is: good sound quality. If your
audio quality is poor, then you're going to have a bad video.
So even if the video is shot on an iPhone, but you're using some kind of
a Lavalier mic or something like that, you're going to have a much
better video than if you just shoot it on an iPhone with poor sound
quality.
You can do slides, you can do images, you can do all kinds of stuff, but
the key is that the audio quality has to be good.

What I Promised You
I promised you our winning video formula. Now, there's a lot of great
video formulas out there. You know you could do this many ways, and
there's a bunch of examples of good video ads.
But we have put together a very particular and a very specific formula
for how we lay out our videos that's doing really, really well for us.

Our Winning Video Formula:
The Layout

So the first thing is how the advertisement itself is laid out on Facebook.
What we do is add two lines of text above the video with a link to our
landing page. That way, the viewer won’t need to watch the whole video
before they can click through to wherever we're trying to send them.
They can actually look right above the video and see a link to the
landing page.

Plus, an eye-catching thumbnail for the video
and a compelling headline.

Here are a few of the ads we’re using right now:
A couple of sentences, link directly above the video to the offer page,
and, if you look at the video on the right here, you can see there's a
headline under the video, which Facebook just started allowing.

Our Winning Video Formula:
The Outline

First 6 Seconds: The first thing is we have an eye-catching
opener. Just something to get people's attention and act as a pattern
interrupt in the first six seconds.
This can be any number of things, but we use "Eye Witness News” and
“Check out this demonstration." You just need something that gets
people's attention. You could even do an old-fashioned countdown
timer to catch their eye as they're scrolling through Facebook.

Tell a Compelling Story
The next thing that we do is we tell a
compelling story that's related to the
problem that our product solves.
With this particular video, we're telling a
story of Cindy Joseph. In your case, you
could tell about someone who had an
issue that your product solved and then
go straight into talking about the product.

Remember Beard King’s product from the last video? What they were
talking about was, "Hey, do you have this problem where you're
shaving, and it gets all over the sink?" That's how they started their
story. And then they went into a product demonstration, which is also
what we do next.

Product
Demonstrations
Start with a great opener,
then tell a story, and then
we just start demonstrating
the product in use.
This is the ownership
benefit of the product: What
is the value of having this
product, how does it work,
etc.

Testimonials
Then we create testimonials
of customers talking about
the products they bought
from us.

Incentivize Them!
After someone buys from us,
we incentivize them to give
us a video like this by
offering them a gift card to
our store in exchange for a
video review. And then we
use these video reviews in
our advertisements.

I highly recommend that you do the same in your follow-up marketing,
in your post-purchase marketing, where you're delivering the product
and following up with them.
So while you’re giving them content, and educating them on how to
use the product, you also incentivize them to either take a selfie with
your product or do a video of your product by offering them some kind of
a gift card.

Enabling Captions
One thing that you want to make
sure you do is to enable captions
inside of Facebook.
What we like to do is layer a
headline over the video before
using Facebook captions with an
actual image headline. Like,
"Turn your speakers on, or Top
makeup tips." right at the start of
the video.
The benefit is that Facebook
allows you to enable captions that
will play if the video's on silent. So if someone's going through their
feed, and they're looking at videos and yours pops up, it will actually
start to automatically play the captions for that video.

STOP, Don’t Do This!
Now, one thing that you want to make sure that you DO NOT do is to
include an outro on your video.
Unfortunately, a lot of people end their video with a fancy graphic. The
reason you don't want to do that is because as soon as the video is
done playing, Facebook pops up this little black screen that says, "Learn
more. Check out BOOM!” And that's a clickable link over to your offer
page.

If you have an outro: People
are going to scroll away from the
video before they actually see this
link to click over to your offer page.
So as soon as your customer
testimonial cuts, it should go right to
Facebook’s call to action that then
leads straight to go to the offer page.

Make ‘Em Laugh: Poo-Pourri
Another thing to know about running a video ad is that if you can make
people laugh and also demonstrate the solution to a problem that
they face, that is gold.

You can see that in this Poo-Pourri ad. It's a product that you spray in
the toilet before you go to the bathroom to make it smell less. And they
did a hilarious video, and they absolutely crushed it.
They went from the video page right to the product offer page, and
they're doing really, really well.

Dollar Shave Club Just Sold for $1 BILLION!
And it was built off of one viral, funny video that led to an offer page
selling razors. So if you can make people laugh, that's really the way to
go.

Our Winning Video Formula:
Start to Finish

Here’s how this whole formula works:
1. Start with an eye-catching opener to get people's attention.
2. Go into a story that relates to the problem your product solves.
It can be very short. It can just introduce the problem that your
product solves.
3. Show a product demonstration where you’re demonstrating the
ownership benefit and the product in use.
4. Then finish the video with a testimonial that leads to a call to
action to visit the product page or check out more content from
your company.
This is our winning video ad strategy that continues to make us tens of
millions of dollars from Facebook.

And In The Next Video…
I'll tell you about our in-depth training on how to set up your entire ad
campaign including retargeting and video outline.
Thanks so much for watching! I'll see you there.

